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ABSTRACT

A small limestone Ptolemaic royal portrait bust in the collection of the Arizona State Museum (ASM) of the University of Arizona in Tucson is published here for the first time, having been purchased in Cairo and donated to ASM in 1924 by Lily S. Place. The portrait is in Egyptian style, i.e., in the mode of an Egyptian pharaoh wearing the nemes with uraeus, and can probably be dated to the late fourth or third centuries BCE. A lack of inscriptions and solid archaeological contexts for the majority of small Ptolemaic portraits has made assessing their function difficult. The hypotheses regarding the uses of this category of images in the ideological program of Ptolemaic rule in Egypt are briefly examined, and the suggestion is made that they may have been manufactured as patronage gifts for elite members of Egyptian society, including the priestly class and other temple officials, from whom loyal support was critical to the ruling Ptolemies.

Portraiture of the Greco-Macedonian rulers of Egypt is a subject that has been abundantly studied, including sculpted portraits in Greek and Egyptian styles, as well as images on Ptolemaic coins, faience vessels, gems, and seals.1 There are still questions, however, about the function of one category of Ptolemaic royal images—small (H. ca. 0.08-0.30 m) heads or busts in Egyptian style, i.e., in the image of an Egyptian pharaoh with Egyptian headdress and uraeus, made of limestone or plaster.2 In the unknown Egyptian collection of the Arizona State Museum (ASM) at the University of Arizona is a small buff-white limestone Ptolemaic royal portrait bust (no. 13202) that is published here for the first time, providing an opportunity to re-examine some of the hypotheses regarding the use of such images in the ideological program of Ptolemaic rule in Egypt.3 (Figures 1–4)

Because the vast majority of these small portraits lacks specific provenience (and some have been identified as forgeries using models from Edgar’s 1906 catalogue of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo), it is problematic to form definitive conclusions about how they functioned within the political, religious or social context of Ptolemaic Egypt.5 Unfortunately, this head also lacks archaeological context. It was purchased in Cairo in the early 1920s by Lily S. Place (1857[?]-1929), a Minneapolis native who kept an apartment in Cairo and bought antiquities as well as ethnographic items in bazaars and shops in Egypt. She donated some 195 ancient Egyptian objects to ASM in 1922 and 1924—bronze statuettes, faience amulets, terracotta and bronze lamps, mummy cartonnage, coffin fragments, and miscellaneous objects ranging in date from the Old Kingdom to the Islamic period.3

This limestone head is preserved in a single fragment broken off at the neck and along the right and left edges; is in good condition, missing only small chips. There are some black lichens or other organic substances from deposition, especially on the left side and back. The head measures as follows: P.H. 0.115 m; H. face 0.064 m; Max.W. 0.10 m; P.Th. 0.177 m.

It is probably from a bust with a flat lower surface or, less likely, with a rounded lower surface for setting into a torso.6 A frontal male head is depicted wearing the nemes pulled tight across the forehead, over the rounded top of head, and folded behind the ears in peaks. In the center of the headdress is a uraeus in low relief, rising in a double loop from the flat band at the lower edge of the headdress across the middle of the forehead; the thin tail of the uraeus continues to the back edge of the head. The face is long and oval with high, rounded cheekbones, rounded chin, and fleshy neck. The eyebrows are slightly raised in relief and describe a single gentle arch; the almond-shaped eyes have thin, sharp creases for lids and protruding eyeballs; the nose is long and straight with deeply drilled, flaring nostrils; the lips are thick and pursed in a slight smile with drilled indentations at the corners. The ears are long and thin, protruding with carefully carved inner channels.

The back of the bust is flat with a rough surface and two finely incised lines: a 0.03 m-long horizontal line at the back right edge, ca. 0.022 m from the bottom broken edge; and a vertical line, 0.012...
These small Ptolemaic busts in Egyptian mode are remarkably difficult to date because they lack identifying inscriptions and their physiognomic features barely differentiate one Ptolemaic king from another. A date in the late fourth or third century BCE is probable for this one (and for most known examples of this category), for, as Stanwick has shown, more consistently Egyptian-style images of the early Ptolemaic period give way to eclectic or hybridized Hellenized-Egyptian representations during the reigns of Ptolemy V or VI (206–186 BCE). The closest parallel for this small bust is a plaster example in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge University that also lacks provenience, bought in Cairo in 1915 (E.GA.4360.1943). The facial features of ASM’s bust are also similar to those of the large-scale standing red granite statue inscribed for Ptolemy II, found in the first century BCE Gardens of Sallust in Rome, possibly originally from Heliopolis.

Royal Ptolemaic portraits in the mode of Egyptian pharaohs are generally interpreted as powerful visual symbols that reify the legitimacy of Hellenic rule in Egypt and reinforce the identity of Greek rulers as the rightful heirs in the lineage of Egyptian kingship. One can understand how the controlled production and distribution of large-scale or colossal statues or relief images on inscribed stelae erected at key Egyptian temple sites and towns or statues in Greek sanctuaries or cities under Ptolemaic influence served to advance Ptolemaic political aspirations. Yet, how would small Egyptian-style images such as this one have functioned in the ideology of the ruler cult in Egypt?

Mostly these small portraits have been interpreted in two ways: first, as votive objects for household shrines or temple chapels dedicated to Egyptian deities where small images of the ruler could have served as attendants to the main deity; and, secondly, as models for sculptors to replicate images, perhaps larger ones in other materials, with grid lines on the back, bottom or sides of some, including on unfinished examples, serving as guides for sculptors in proper proportions and placement of features of the portrait head. The two theories are not mutually exclusive, and it is possible that votive busts of the Ptolemaic kings were produced in workshops near temple sites, for use in household shrines and temples. The example in ASM is finished, and though there are traces of two barely visible incisions on the back, these are not completely convincing as grid lines for copying.

We can understand the efficacy of coinage bearing images of the Ptolemaic rulers in spreading the message of the new regime and its promise to bring prosperity and stability to Egypt. None of these numismatic portraits, however, are of Ptolemaic kings as Egyptian pharaohs, and we might presume that idealized Hellenistic ruler images on coins were not aimed at local Egyptian populations so much as at Greeks living in Egypt or at Greeks and others interacting with the Ptolemaic empire in the commercial and political sphere. Yet, who is the audience for these small, sculpted royal portraits? Perhaps these were made specifically for the well-to-do Egyptian priestly class and temple officials who wielded considerable influence in the Ptolemaic period as the keepers of critical religious and social functions in temple precincts of the Egyptian gods. The role of Egyptian priests in controlling royal images and facilitating their spread through priestly decrees is clear. It was especially with this class of Egyptians that the Ptolemaic kings needed to cultivate good relations if their politically astute policy of support for traditional Egyptian religious practices alongside Greek cult practices and the worship of some new Greco-Egyptian gods was to be accepted by the Egyptian populace. It was for this elite priestly class, not coincidentally, that most private sculpture and funerary stelae was made in this period.

Although archaeological context or epigraphical evidence would be vital to prove that these small Ptolemaic portraits were manufactured as patronage gifts, granted by Ptolemaic rulers to Egyptian priests and other temple officials, we can at least add it to the list of possible functions for them. The Ptolemaics effectively used royal benefactions in their program of cultural diplomacy in mainland Greece and understood the importance of gift-giving to underpin their broader political aims and bolster their precarious position in the power politics of the Hellenistic world. On a local level, these small busts of Ptolemaic kings as Egyptian pharaohs would be ideal royal gifts for individuals in key positions at strategic temple sites with whom the central administration needed to ensure loyalty and maintain positive relationships. The images would very likely have been dedicated to Egyptian gods by these priests or other temple officials.
Figure 1: Ptolemaic Royal Portrait, ASM 13202. Photograph by Jannelle Weakly. Courtesy of the Arizona State Museum, University of Arizona.
Figure 2: Ptolemaic Royal Portrait, ASM 13202. Photograph by Jannelle Weakly. Courtesy of the Arizona State Museum, University of Arizona.
Figure 3: Ptolemaic Royal Portrait, ASM 13202. Photograph by Jannelle Weakly. Courtesy of the Arizona State Museum, University of Arizona.
Figure 4: Ptolemaic Royal Portrait, ASM 13202. Photograph by Jannelle Weakly. Courtesy of the Arizona State Museum, University of Arizona.
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